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The European Cancer Rehabilitation & Survivorship Symposium 2016 

Poster Presentations 

 

Name Title  

Adela Elena Popa Motivations, needs and barriers regarding returning to work after cancer in Romania 

Anna Thit Johnsen Manifestations of patient empowerment in cancer follow-up. A qualitative analysis of themes relevant to include in a patient reported outcome measure 

Annelise Mortensen Early and late physical and psychosocial effects of primary surgery in patients with oral and oropharyngeal cancers: a systematic literature review  

Annemarie Dencker Communicating with seriously ill patients about dependent children: What training programs for health personnel may consider - a qualitative study   

Belle H. de Rooij Factors influencing implementation of a Survivorship Care Plan – a quantitative process evaluation of the ROGY care trial 

Bente Oeverli Implementation of cancer coordinators in primary health care in Norway - Experiences and results. 

Beverley Lim Høeg Educational attainment in adults who have experienced early parental death 

Brigitta R Villumsen Effectiveness, safety and motivation of interactive video gaming for prostate cancer patients undergoing androgen deprivation therapy  

Caroline Sophie Lerche  Changes in socioeconomic position in prostate cancer patients treated with radical prostatectomy in Denmark 

Charlotte Handberg A description of rehabilitation needs assessment among patients with cancer 

Charlotte Handberg Healthcare Professionals’ Attitudes to Rehabilitation Programming for Male Cancer Survivors 

Chiara Marzorati Towards a better understanding of “cancer survivor” 

Christina M. Stapelfeldt Municipal return to work management in cancer survivors undergoing cancer treatment: A protocol on a controlled intervention study. 

Connie Timmermann Improving communication after ended adjuvant treatment - experiences of a coaching intervention 

Corine Tiedtke What do employers need to support their cancer survivors for returning to work?  

Dorte Gilså Hansen Development of a needs assessment questionnaire for use among the broad spectrum of cancer patients in general practice 

Eik Bjerre Expert and Stakeholder Perspectives on Education of Non-Professional Football Coaches in Charge of Community-Based Football in Prostate Cancer 

Elisabeth Assing Hvidt Existential communication with cancer patients in general practice – a multi-phased development of a supporting tool. 

Else-Marie Rasmusson ‘Did they think I would understand all that on my own?’ A questionnaire study about sexuality with Swedish cancer patients 

Floortje Mols Reference data of the EORTC QLQ-CIPN20 questionnaire in the general Dutch population 

Gitte Kingo Vesterlund Repeated or increasing high job strain and risk of cancer: - a prospective study based on the Danish Nurse Cohort. 

Hanin Salem FAMOS: The effect of psychosocial intervention for childhood cancer survivors and their families after ending treatment: A Randomized controlled trial  

Hanin Salem Risk for prescription of psychotropic drugs among parents of childhood cancer patients: A Danish population-based cohort study  

Hanna Nilsson Physsurg – C. Randomized controlled trial of prehabilitation before colorectal cancer surgery  

Ingvild Arnesen Motivational effect of cardiopulmonary field testing in cancer survivors attending rehabilitation  

Jacob Uth Football Fitness training in women with breast cancer – rationale and protocol for the Football Club (FC) Mammae Study 
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Jakob Gerlach Christensen Prevention of otitis media with effusion after radiotherapy in head and neck cancer patients – a randomized controlled trial (Dr. Tuba) 

Jonathan A. Wenstrup Cognitive function in Hodgkin Lymphoma (HL) and Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) patients 

Julie Midtgaard Feasibility and acceptability of active book clubs in the promotion of mental health and physical activity in cancer survivors 

Jytte Skov Pedersen Life Narrative/ 

Karen la Cour Supporting Cancer Patients and their Relatives through Storytelling 

Karen Trier Changes in health-related quality of life during rehabilitation in patients with operable lung cancer – a feasibility study (PROLUCA)  

Karin Dieperink Danish translation and validation of the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI-DA) 

Karina Olling A first step in shared decision making – developing a decision aid for the choice of anal cancer radiotherapy. 

Katarzyna Hojan Impact of exercise training on ventricular remodeling, serum cardiac parameters and functional capacity during trastuzumab therapy in breast cancers  

Kirsten Schultz Petersen Return to work interventions parallel to cancer treatment– a qualitative study of the providers’ perspective 

Klara Jakobsen Maintaining lifestyle balance in breast cancer survivors 

Kristianna Hammer Portraying hope. A study among women newly diagnosed with gynaecological cancer.  

Kristine Elberg Dengsø Health-related quality of life, anxiety and depression in patients diagnosed with cholangiocarcinoma. A prospective cohort study of 76 Danish patients. 

Lene Eibye Pedersen Perceived motivation and barriers for attending supervised training during admission for patients with haematological malignancies 

Lene Østergaard Jensen The experience of outpatient management by spouses to intensively treated acute leukemia patients 

Line Thoft Social consequences of childhood cancer late effects - A Qualitative study of childhood cancer survivors’ unique knowledge about late effects 

Lissi Hansen Approaching the End of Life from Hepatocellular Carcinoma as Perceived by Family Members 

Louise Sofia Madsen Cancer Survivors’ Reflections on Participation in Municipal Rehabilitation Programming  

Mai-Britt Bjørklund Ellegaard Hospital-based follow-up after curative therapy for breast cancer in an oncological department from the perspective of clinical oncologist and patient 

Malene Gade Are previous episodes of bacterial vaginosis a predictor for vaginal symptoms in women treated with aromatase inhibitor therapy? 

Margaret Landers Patients' Experiences of Bowel Symptoms and Self-care Strategies following Sphincter-saving Surgery for Rectal Cancer 

Margrethe Langer Bro Music & Cancer. A randomized study of the effect of live music during infusion of chemotherapy  

Marika Sorvari Psychosocial Health Resources among Working-age Women with Breast Cancer: An Integrative Review 

Marlin Sutharshini Abilashan Preoperativ nutritional dietary therapy before surgery, can we reach the nutritional goal? 

Mary Ivers Positive Adjustment After Cancer: Developing A Theory of Optimal Post-treatment Survivorship  

Mette Løwe Netsey-Afedo Communicative processes and decision-making in relation to prostate cancer patients 

Mette Rørth Worth the risk? Prostate cancer patients’ attitudes and experiences with injuries related to participation in community-based football 

Mette Vestergaard Jensen Endocrine Late effects in Survivors of Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer: A Danish Population-based Cohort Study 

Miranda Velthuis The Dutch Guideline Cancer Rehabilitation: Evaluation of Implementation in Practice and Treatment Outcomes  

Nanna Bjerg Eskildsen Measuring Patient Empowerment in Cancer Treatment and Follow up – a systematic review of patient reported outcomes 

Ragna Stalsberg Time-geography in understanding differences in physical activity practices among breast cancer survivors; social context and constraints 

Randi V. Karlsen The impact of a breast cancer diagnosis on health-related quality of life. A prospective comparison among middel-aged to elderly women 

Randi V. Karlsen Couple counseling and pelvic floor muscle training for men operated for prostate cancer and their partners: a randomized controlled trial  
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Rikke Faebo Larsen Exercise in patients with multiple myeloma; effects on physical function, physical activity, quality of life, pain, and bone disease 

Rikke Rosbjerg Return to Work Self-Efficacy (RTW-SE) and actual return to work in a Danish population of cancer survivors 

Sara Fredslund Content validation and reliability of the Danish M.D. Anderson Dysphagia Inventory (MDADI) in Patients with Head and Neck Cancer 

Sarah Zomer The Experiences of Cancer Patients in Transition Study  

Sebastiano Seno The impact of schizophrenia and related disorders on breast cancer mortality: a population-based cohort study in Denmark, 1995–2011. 

Shannon Poppito Facing existential suffering in cancer care: A case for integrating existential medical education in psycho-oncology & palliative care 

Shannon Poppito Integrating Psycho-Oncology & Behavioral Health Consultation Models into Cancer-Related Primary Care: A Case for an Integrated Hybrid Approach 

Sissel Lea Nielsen Can the Patient Navigation Project improve distress, well-being, health literacy and social support among socially vulnerable cancer patients? 

Stefanus van Rooijen Multimodal prehabilitation in colorectal cancer surgery: can we improve functional capacity and reduce complications? 

Stine Overvad Fredslund ANTICANCER TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER RELATED TO CARDIOTOXICITY AND DYSFUNCTIONAL ENDOTHELIUM. The ABCDE-study 

Susanne Hedegaard Monitoring of patients’ postoperative mobilization after elective colorectal surgery and observation of time to first postoperative defecation  

Tarsila Ferro Cancer survivors’ follow-up in Primary Care: a pilot program assessment 

Theis Bitz Trabjerg Reinforcing partnership between cancer patient, general practitioner and oncologist during chemotherapy – a randomised controlled  

Tina Krogh Nygaard Association between Educational Level and Physical Function, Pain and Loss of Appetite among Adult Danish Cancer Survivors. 

Tomasz Macioch POTENTIAL SAVINGS FOR EU ECONOMY DUE TO CANCER SURVIVORS WITH A DISABILITY RETURNING TO WORK 

Volker Arndt Rationale, design and implementation of the CAESAR study - a multiregional, large-scale population-based study on long-term cancer survivors 

 

 


